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Abstract In this paper, a numerical investigation is

performed for three-stage heat exchangers with plain

plate fins and slit fins respectively, with a three-

dimensional laminar conjugated model. The tubes are

arranged in a staggered way, and heat conduction in

fins is considered. In order to save the computer

resource and speed up the numerical simulation, the

numerical modeling is carried out stage by stage. In

order to avoid the large pressure drop penalty in

enhancing heat transfer, a slit fin is presented with the

strip arrangement of ‘‘front coarse and rear dense’’

along the flow direction. The numerical simulation

shows that, compared to the plain plate fin heat ex-

changer, the increase in the heat transfer in the slit fin

heat exchanger is higher than that of the pressure drop,

which proves the excellent performance of this slit fin.

The fluid flow and heat transfer performance along the

stages is also provided.

List of symbols
A Heat transfer area (m2)

cp Specific heat at constant pressure (kJ kg–1 K–1)

De Outer tube diameter (m)

f Friction factor

h Heat transfer coefficient (W m– 2 K–1)

L Fin depth in air flow direction (m)

DP Pressure drop (Pa)

Re Reynolds number

T Temperature (K)
~U Velocity vector

u Velocity in x direction (m/s)

v Velocity in y direction (m/s)

w Velocity in z direction (m/s)

Greek symbols

k Thermal conductivity (W m–1 K–1)

l Dynamic viscosity (kg m–1 s–1)

q Air density (kg m–3)

G Diffusion coefficient, k/cp

h Local intersection angle (degree)

h Mean intersection angle (degree)

Subscripts

in Inlet

m Mean

max Maximum

min Minimum

out Outlet

w Wall

1 Introduction

Fin-and-tube heat exchangers are commonly used in

the HVAC & R, automobiles and air cooling industries,
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etc. it is an effective way to reduce the air-side thermal

resistance which often accounts for about 90% of the

overall thermal resistance. In order to reach this goal,

different new types of fins were developed, such as the

wavy fin, the louvered fin and the slit fin. Experimental

studies for these different types of fins have been

extensively performed. Recent investigations [1, 2]

show that slotted fin with protruding strips which are

parallel to the base sheet has the better performance

than the wavy fin and the louvered fin, hence it is widely

adopted in engineering, especially in air conditioning

and gas cooling industry.

This kind of fin geometry was first studied by

Nakayama and Xu [3]; they reported that its heat

transfer coefficient can be 78% higher than that of the

plain fin at 3 m/s air velocity, then followed by Hiroaki

et al. [4], and their results indicated that the heat

exchanger with slotted fins can have a 1/3 smaller vol-

ume than that with plain fin. Recently, Wang et al. [5–7]

conducted a comprehensive experimental investigation

for two types of slit fins with different protruding

directions, and the experimental correlations of the heat

transfer and flow friction were also developed.

Besides the studies on the characteristics of the

whole fins, there are some investigations focused on

the strips on the slit fin. Yun and Lee [8] analyzed the

effects of various design parameters on the heat

transfer and pressure drop characteristics of the slit fin

heat exchangers, and presented the optimum value for

each parameter. Kang and Kim [9] experimentally

studied the effect of strip location on the heat transfer

and pressure drop, and found that the slit fin with all

the strips mainly positioned in the rear part has the

better performance than that of the slit fin with all the

strips in the front part. Qu et al. [10] validated

numerically such an interesting finding and explained it

from the viewpoint of field synergy principle, which

was firstly proposed by Guo et al. [11, 12] for parabolic

fluid flow and heat transfer. Later Tao et al. [13, 14]

extended this idea from parabolic flow to elliptic flow.

From the traditional viewpoint the reasons why the

interrupted fin surface can enhance the heat transfer is

attributed to the decrease in the thermal boundary

layer near the wall and/or the increase of the distur-

bance in the fluid. However, the field synergy principle

attributes all the reasons to the improvement of the

synergy between the local velocity and temperature

gradient.

Based on field synergy principle Cheng et al. [15]

proposed a new slotted fin with strips on the fin surface

abiding by the rule of ‘‘front coarse and rear dense’’

along the flow direction, the numerical results show

that the j factor of the new fin is about 9% higher than

the fin with all the same number of strips in the front

part. One object of this paper is to investigate the

performance of this slit fin in the multistage heat ex-

changer, meanwhile, analyze the results with the field

synergy principle.

In the practical application, a heat exchanger with a

single fin along the flow direction sometimes cannot

satisfy the real requirement; therefore, more fins are

arranged in the line along the flow direction, which

constitutes the multistage heat exchanger. Though the

computer with large memory and high speed has

emerged, it is still very difficult to simulate the multi-

stage heat exchanger with a three-dimensional model,

because with the increasing large grid number, it will

be more time-consuming and the discretized governing

equations have a more difficult convergence proce-

dure. In this paper a novel method is presented to

make the numerical modeling on the multistage heat

exchangers quickly and accurately.

In the following presentation, the physical model

and numerical formulation for the problem studied will

first be presented, followed by the detailed descriptions

of the numerical treatment of the plain fin and slit fin in

the computation, and then numerical results on mul-

tistage heat exchanger with slit fin will be provided.

The whole heat transfer and friction performance of

two multistage heat exchangers with plain fin and slit

fin is compared, so is the performance along the stages.

Then the reason why the slit fin can enhance the heat

transfer is analyzed with the field synergy principle.

Finally some conclusions will be drawn which can be

helpful in simulating the multistage heat exchanger.

2 Physical model

A schematic diagram of a three-stage plain plate fin-

and-tube heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 1. The slit fin

surface is alike except that there are many pieces of

strips on the fin surface. In every fin there are three

rows of tubes which are arranged in a staggered way,

and the tubes and fins are both made of copper. In the

flow direction three stages of fins are arranged in line in

order to satisfy the practical need. The hot air from the

compressor flows through the three stages from the left

to the right, and the cooling water flows in the tubes.

The heat is transmitted from the air to the tube wall

and the fin surfaces, then to the cooling water. The air

is assumed to be incompressible with constant property

in every stage. The heat transfer and the pressure drop

characteristics of the air side are solved by the

numerical modeling. Because of the relative high heat

transfer coefficient between the cooling water and the
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inner tube wall, and also the high thermal conductivity

of the tube wall, the tube is assumed to be of constant

temperature. However, the temperature distribution in

the fin surface should be calculated, hence, the prob-

lem is of conjugated type in that the temperatures both

in the fin solid surface and in the fluid are to be

determined simultaneously.

Figure 2 shows the details of the plain fin and the slit

fin, which have the same global geometry dimensions.

The slit fin is selected from the three different slit fins

simulated in [15] due to its best comprehensive per-

formance. The strips on the slit fin surface protrude

upward and downward alternatively along the flow

direction, with more in rear part and less in the front of

the fin. The strip is like a bridge, with its left leg and

right leg connected to the base sheet, and the strip is

parallel to the base sheet, as can be seen in Fig. 2b. For

the slotted fin surface studied, the protruded distance

from the base sheet is 1.1 mm and the width of the strip

is 2 mm. Numerical simulations are conducted for both

plain fin and slit fin under the same other conditions.

The detailed geometries of the two types of heat ex-

changer surfaces are presented in Table 1.

3 Mathematical formulation

3.1 Computational domain

In this study, we define that x is the streamwise coor-

dinate, y is the spanwise coordinate and z stands for the

fin pitch direction. Because of the symmetric and

periodic characteristics of geometry in y and z direc-

tions, the cell between two rows of tubes in y direction

and two neighboring fin surfaces in z direction is

investigated. The computational domain of the slit fin

heat exchanger is shown in Fig. 3.

As it is difficult to simulate the multistage heat ex-

changer directly, we adopt a new method to implement

the numerical modeling stage by stage along the flow

direction. For first stage, the uniform velocity and

temperatures are assigned at the inlet, while for the

other stages the inlet conditions are obtained from

the outlet of the former stage, as shown in Fig. 3a. The

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of multistage fin-and-tube heat
exchanger

(a) Plain fin (b) Slit fin

Fig. 2 Geometry
configuration of the plain fin
and the slit fin
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velocity and temperature distributions in Sect. 1 are

obtained from Sect. 2 in the former stage. The

numerical simulation can be conducted stage by stage,

thus the whole performance of the multistage heat

exchanger can be obtained from the numerical results

for all individual stages included. This idea can also be

extended to many other complex geometries. For the

first stage, due to the thickness of the fin, the air

velocity profile is not uniform at the entrance, so the

computational domain is extended upstream 1.5 times

of streamwise fin length, but the computational do-

mains of other stages are not extended in their up-

stream direction.

Except the last stage, because the fins and tubes in

the next stage may exert some influence on this cal-

culated stage, the computational domain is extended to

the first tube of the next stage, as shown in Fig. 3a. In

order to avoid the recirculation at the computational

domain outlet and apply the outflow condition, the

computational domains in all the stages are extended

downstream ten times of streamwise fin length. For the

last stage, although there is no any fin or tube behind it,

the computational domain is still extended for the

execution of out flow boundary condition as shown in

Table 1 Simulation conditions

Tube outside diameter 19.1 mm
Longitudinal tube pitch 25.0 mm
Transverse tube pitch 25.0 mm
Fin thickness 0.3 mm
Fin pitch 2.5 mm
Strip width 2.0 mm
Strip height 1.25 mm
Tube temperature 35�C
Inlet air temperature 130�C
Inlet frontal velocity 2–10.0 m/s

III

(a) stage with extension

(b) Domain of the last stage

Fig. 3 Computational
domain of slit fin
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Fig. 3b. For saving space, all the extended domains are

not presented in scale in Fig. 3. The dashed lines show

schematically such a computational domain in the x–y

and z–x planes.

3.2 Governing equations and boundary conditions

The air flow is assumed to be three-dimensional, lam-

inar and steady, then the governing equations for

continuity, momentum and energy in the computa-

tional domain can be expressed as follows.

Continuity equation:

@

@xi
quið Þ ¼ 0 ð1Þ

Momentum equations:

@

@xi
quiukð Þ ¼ @

@xi
l
@uk

@xi

� �
� @p

@xk
ð2Þ

Energy equation:

@

@xi
quiTð Þ ¼ @

@xi
C
@T

@xi

� �
ð3Þ

where C ¼ k
cp

The governing equations are elliptic in the Cartesian

coordinate, hence boundary conditions are required

for all boundaries of the computational domain. Due to

the conjugated type of the problem, the fin surfaces are

considered as a part of the solution domain and will be

treated as a special type of fluid. The required condi-

tions are described for the three regions as follows:

(1) In the upstream extended region (inlet domain):

at the inlet: for the first stage u¼const; v¼w¼0;

Tin¼const; ð4aÞ

for the other stages u,v,w,T get from the former stage

at the upper and lower boundaries:
@ u

@ z
¼ @ v

@ z
¼ 0;

w ¼ 0;
@ T

@ z
¼ 0 ð4bÞ

at the front and back sides:
@ u

@ y
¼ @ w

@ y
¼ 0; v ¼ 0;

@ T

@ y
¼ 0 ð4cÞ

(2) In the downstream extended region (outlet

domain):

at the upper and lower boundaries:
@ u

@ z
¼ @ v

@ z
¼ 0;

w ¼ 0;
@ T

@ z
¼ 0 ð5aÞ

at the front and back sides:
@ u

@ y
¼ @ w

@ y
¼ 0; v ¼ 0;

@ T

@ y
¼ 0 ð5bÞ

at the outlet boundary:
@ u

@ x
¼ @ v

@ x
¼ @w

@ x
¼ @ T

@ x
¼ 0

ð5cÞ

(3) In the fin coil region

(a) for plain plate fin:

at the upper and lower surfaces u ¼ v ¼ w ¼ 0;

@ T

@ z
¼ 0 ð6aÞ

at the front and back sides: fluid region

@ u

@ y
¼ @w

@ y
¼ 0; v ¼ 0

ð6bÞ

fin surface region u ¼ v ¼ w ¼ 0 ð6cÞ

tube region u ¼ v ¼ w ¼ 0; Tw ¼ const ð6dÞ

temperature condition for both fin and fluid regions

@ T

@ y
¼ 0 ð6eÞ

(b) for the strip fin: at the upper and lower surfaces:

velocity at solid u ¼ v ¼ w ¼ 0 ð7Þ

velocity of the fluid in the slit: periodic conditions

temperature for both solid and fluid: periodic

conditions

The other conditions of the strip fin surface are the

same as the plain plate fin.

3.3 Numerical methods

The governing equations are discretized by the finite

volume method; the convection term is discretized by

SGSD scheme [16], and the coupling of pressure and

velocity is implemented by CLEAR algorithm [17, 18].

The fluid–solid conjugated heat transfer problem is

solved by full-field computation method. The solid in
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computational domain is regarded as a special fluid with

an infinite viscosity. To guarantee the continuity of the

flux rate at the interface, the thermal conductivity of fin

and fluid adopts individual value, while the heat

capacity of solid takes the value of the fluid [19]. To

simulate the strip configuration, a special array called

LAG is introduced to identify different regions: fluid,

fin and tube. The detailed computational method of

conjugated heat transfer can be found in references

[19–21]. The circular geometry of the tube is approxi-

mated by the stepwise method. A very large value of

the thermal conductivity is assigned to the tube region

to guarantee the tube temperature to be constant. The

computational domain is discretized by non-uniform

grids, with the fine grids in fin coils region and coarse

grids in the extension domain. The total grid points for

a single fin in the last stage are 211 · 85 · 24, and those

in the other stages are 271 · 85 · 24. The convergence

criterion for the velocities is that the maximummass

residual of the cells divided by the inlet mass flux is less

than 5.0 · 10–6, and the criterion for temperature is that

difference between the two overall heat flux in the

successive iterations is less than 1.0 · 10–6.

When the numerical simulation for the multistage

heat exchangers is conducted stage by stage, the inlet

temperature is 130�C for both the plain fin heat ex-

changer and the slit fin heat exchanger. All the stages

have the identical mass flux, and in a particular stage

the physical property is assumed to be constant, while

it may vary in different stages due to temperature

variation. The thermophysical properties are obtained

from the mean value of the outlet and the inlet tem-

peratures, so an iterative method is needed. Due to the

numerical errors during computation, when the gov-

erning equations are convergent, the difference of the

mass flux between the outlet and inlet in every stage is

set to be less than 1%.

4 Results and discussion

4.1 Parameter definitions

Some parameters are defined as follows:

Re ¼ q umDe

l
ð8Þ

Nu ¼ hDe

k
ð9Þ

h ¼ Q

ADT
ð10Þ

Q ¼ m
�

cPðTin � ToutÞ ð11Þ

DP ¼ Pin � Pout ð12Þ

f ¼ DP
1
2 q u2

m

�De

L
ð13Þ

DT ¼ Tmax � Tmin

log Tmax=Tmin

� � ð14Þ

h ¼ arccos
~U � rT

~U
��� ���jrTj

0
B@

1
CA ð15Þ

h ¼

RRR
V

hdv

RRR
V

dv
ð16Þ

where um is the mean velocity of the minimum trans-

verse area, De is the outer tube diameter, Tin, Tout are

the bulk temperature of inlet and outlet of the fin

surface, respectively, Tmax ¼ max Tin � T ;Tout � Twð Þ;
Tmin ¼ min Tin � Tw;Tout � Tð Þ: It should also be no-

ted that the air-side heat transfer coefficient h has in-

cluded the surface efficiency.

4.2 Comparison between computational

and experimental results

To validate the computational model and the method

adopted in numerical simulation for the multistage

heat exchanger, preliminary computations were first

conducted for the three-row slit fin heat exchanger.

The corresponding experiment was also carried out

which covers the velocity range in the computation. A

schematic diagram of the test apparatus is presented in

Fig. 4. It is made up of two loops, an air loop and a

vapor loop. The air loop is operated in a suction mode.

Air from the room passes through an entrance, a rec-

tifier section, a contract section and a stabilizer before

reaching the test section. The test section is an air–

vapor heat exchanger in which air is going through the

fin surfaces studied and vapor is condensing inside

vertical tubes. The heated air leaving the test section

passes through a flow metering duct before being dis-

charged to the outdoor by a blower. The steam vapor is

generated in electrically heated boiler. The generated

vapor is slightly overheated to ensure that at the test

section vapor inlet there is no any water drops. The

condensate goes to a volumetric flow meter and then

return to the boiler. The air temperature difference
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before and after the test section are measured by two

sets of multi-junction copper-constantan thermocouple

grids. Each set has 16 grid points, whose junctions are

interconnected in series to give a single reading. The

air flow rate is measured by a Pitot-tube situated in the

flow rate measuring duct far downstream of the test

section. The average static pressure before and after

the test section are also measured by the inclined

manometers. The heat balance between the air-side

and the condensate is controlled less than 5%. From

the overall heat transfer coefficient measured the air-

side average heat transfer coefficients are obtained by

subtraction the thermal resistance of the vapor con-

densation and tube wall heat conduction from the total

thermal resistance.

The comparison of numerical and experimental re-

sults are provided in Fig. 5, from which we can see that

the computational results for pressure drop agree well

with the tested data, and the maximum deviation is less

than 12%. At the most range of velocity variation, the

predicted Nusselt number agrees quite well with the

experiment results, and the maximum deviation occurs

when the inlet velocity is 2 m/s, which is about 28%.

For such a complex multistage slit fin heat exchanger

this deviation is acceptable. This comparison proves

the reliability of the physical model and code devel-

oped.

4.3 Comparison of the performance of the whole

heat exchanger

When three-stage heat exchanger is simulated stage by

stage at a certain inlet velocity, the overall heat

transfer rate and pressure drop can be obtained

through the values from the individual stage. In Fig. 6,

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of
the test section
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Fig. 5 Comparison between predicted and test results for slit fin
heat exchanger
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the whole pressure drop and average Nusselt number

of the multistage heat exchanger are shown. Due to the

existence of strips on the fin surface, the whole pres-

sure drop and average Nusselt number in the slit fin

heat exchanger are higher than those in the plain fin

heat exchanger. However, there is only an average

50% increase in the pressure drop, while the increase

in Nusselt number is 87%, which means that under the

same pressure drop there will be more heat transfer

rate in the slit fin heat exchanger than that in the plain

fin heat exchanger. This indicates the excellent com-

prehensive performance of the slit fin heat exchanger.

Figure 6 actually presents the comparison between

plain fin and the slit fin at the identical flow rate. A

more meaningful comparison is conducted at the con-

straint of identical pumping power. As derived in [22],

for the cases studied, the constraint of identical

pumping power leads to following requirement:

ðf Re3Þplain ¼ ðf Re3Þslit ð17Þ

This condition implies that for the same pumping

power the frontal velocity of slit fin should be less than

that of plain fin because of the increased friction factor

of the slit fin. From the exnumerical data and the fitted

curve, several pairs of corresponding Reynolds number

can be found iteratively each of whom has the same

pumping power. Then from the Reynolds numbers

corresponding Nusselt numbers can be determined.

The ratio of such two Nusselt numbers is presented in

Fig. 7, where the abscissa is the Reynolds number of

the plain fin. Within the variation range of Reynolds

number, the Nusselt number of slit fin heat exchanger

can be 67 to 85% higher than that of plain fin heat

exchanger at the constraint of identical pumping

power, which again proves the excellent performance

of slit fin heat exchanger.
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Fig. 6 Comparison between plain fin and slit fin multistage heat
exchanger
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4.4 Comparison on the performance

ǎlong the stages

Figure 8 shows the temperature changes along the

stages in two heat exchangers when the inlet velocity is

8 m/s. Due to the heat transfer enhancement in the slit

fin heat exchanger, the temperature in it decreases more

quickly than that in the plain fin heat exchanger. How-

ever, because of the deceasing temperature difference

between the incoming air and the wall, the overall heat

flux in every stage is also decreasing, so temperatures

change more and more mildly along the stages. The

outlet temperature in the slit fin heat exchanger is about

40�C while in the plain fin heat exchanger it is about

54�C, which means that it will need more stages to allow

the outlet temperature below 40�C.

As expected, the pressure drop in the slit fin heat

exchanger increases more quickly along the stages than

that in the plain fin heat exchanger, which can be seen

in Fig. 9. When the temperature drops along the stages,

the air density increase a little, but because the mass

flux is constant, the average velocity will definitely

deceases, as shown in Fig. 10. Due to the larger tem-

perature variation along the stages in the slit fin heat

exchanger, the average velocity in it decreases more

quickly than that in the plain fin heat exchanger. As the

pressure drop is greatly influenced by the inlet velocity,

the pressure drop will be reduced with the decreasing

velocity; therefore along the stages the increase of

overall pressure drop becomes mild, which is more

obvious in slit fin heat exchanger.

Figure 11 shows the Nusselt number variation along

the stages when the inlet velocity is 8 m/s. It is appar-

ent that the Nusselt number in the slit fin heat ex-

changer is much higher than that in the plain fin heat.

Take the first stage as example, the Nusselt number in

the slit fin heat exchanger can be 83% higher than that

in the plain fin heat exchanger. According to the con-

ventional understanding, the heat transfer in the for-

mer stage should be better than that in the latter stage.

However, due to great changes in fluid property along

the stages, the Nusselt number in all the stages of the

plain fin heat exchanger is almost constant, while in the

slit fin heat exchanger the Nusselt number in the latter

stage is even higher that in the former stage.

From Fig. 12, we can see clearly the friction factor

variation along the stages when the inlet velocity is

8 m/s. Because of the disturbance of the strips in the

slit fin, there is a great friction increase in the slit fin

heat exchanger compared to the plain fin heat ex-

changer. The increase ranges from 39 to 47% along the

stages, much lower than that in Nusselt number, which

shows again the excellent performance of the slit fin in
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the multistage heat exchanger. It is interesting to note

that the friction factor in the last stage is much less

than that in the former stage, which may be caused by

the disappearance of the influence of the latter stage,

the air can flow out of the heat exchanger with less

retardation.

It may be interested to note that the geometrical

dimensions of the slit fins in present work are totally

identical with those in [15], including the number and

position of the slits. However, along the flow direction

in [15] there is only a single fin while in the present

work there are three aligned fins. Thus the flow in

every stage is influenced by that in neighboring stage.

However, the first stage of the multistage situation may

be comparable with the single stage case because only

the exit condition has some difference. Thus compari-

son is made between the average heat transfer of the

first stage in the multistage case and the heat transfer

of the single stage. The results are presented in Fig. 13.

It can be seen that within the velocity range studied the

difference between the two situations is not very sig-

nificant. This implies that the outflow boundary con-

dition does not have significant effect on the average

heat transfer character because of its limited influenc-

ing region.

5 Discussion on heat transfer enhancement

From traditional viewpoint, the reason why the slit fin

can enhance heat transfer can be attributed to that the

strips can interrupt the flow boundary layer to reduce

the thermal boundary layer thickness by repeatedly

recreation of the thermal boundary layer, or can in-

crease the disturbance in the flow field. Figures 14 and

15 are the velocity field and temperature field in the

first stage of the plain fin heat exchanger and slit fin

heat exchanger respectively, when the inlet velocity is

8 m/s, which are obtained from the center section in

the z direction. From Fig. 11 we can see that most of

the air flows in the middle of the flow channel,

therefore, only the front and the top of tubes can have

sufficient contact with the flow. Due to the vortex

behind the tubes, the heat transfer there becomes

worse. Except the region near the fin, most of the heat

transfer happens in the front and top part of the

tubes. When the strips are arranged on the fin surface

they can disturb the air greatly between two adjacent

fins, as seen in Fig. 12a. The velocity distribution is

more uniform in the spanwise direction, and more air

will be squeezed toward the back of the tubes, hence

more tube surface is involved in heat transfer from

the fluid to the tube, which can be seen more appar-

ently from the front two tubes. Furthermore, because

the strips protrude into the air, many heat sinks are

arranged in the air, which also enhances the heat

transfer.

The heat transfer enhancement can also be ex-

plained from the viewpoint of field synergy principle

proposed by Guo et al. [11, 12]. The main idea is that

all the measures for enhancing heat transfer can be

attributed to increase the synergy between the velocity

and temperature gradient. From Fig. 14 we can see

that in most regions of the slit fin, the velocity vector is

almost normal to the temperature gradient, which

means worse synergy between the velocity field and

temperature field. However, in the slit fins, due to the

existence of the strips, the velocity and temperature

distribution are greatly changed, and the synergy be-

tween the velocity and temperature gradient becomes
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Fig. 12 Friction factor against stage
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better. Here we use the domain averaged intersection

angle (i.e. synergy angle) between the velocity vector

and temperature gradient, which is defined in Eqs. 15

and 16. The larger the synergy angle, the worse the

synergy between the velocity and temperature gradi-

ent. From Fig. 16 we can see that in the three stages,

the synergy angle in the plain fin heat exchanger is

always higher than that in the slit fin heat exchanger.

Because large velocity can deteriorate the synergy

between the velocity vector and temperature gradient,

the synergy angle in the first stages of the plain fin heat

exchanger is higher than that in the following stages.

Although the absolute difference of the synergy angle

for the second stages is less than 0.4 �, this will lead to

the difference in cosine nearly 10%, thus we can

conclude that the function of strips on the slotted fin

surface is to improve the synergy between the velocity

and temperature gradient.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, the air-side heat transfer and pressure

drop of two three-stage heat exchangers with plain fin

and slit fin is numerically investigated using a three-

dimensional steady laminar model, the performance of

the two heat exchangers are compared on the whole

and along the stages respectively, the results are also

analyzed with the field synergy principle. The major

findings are summarized as follows:

1. A new method is proposed to simulate the multi-

stage heat exchanger; the comparison between the

predicted results and the tested data shows this

method is reliable.

2. The performance of the two multistage heat ex-

changers with plain fin and slit fin is compared,

which shows that, compared to the plain fin heat

exchanger the slit fin heat exchanger can have an

Fig. 14 Velocity vector and
temperature contours of the
center section in the z
direction for plain fin

Fig. 15 Velocity vector and
temperature contours of the
center section in the z
direction for slit fin
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average 87% higher Nusselt number, while only

average 50% higher pressure drop, similar results

can also be achieved through the comparison along

stages for two kinds of heat exchangers, which

shows the excellent performance of the slit fin.

3. The heat transfer enhancement in the slit fin heat

exchanger can be attributed to better the synergy

between the velocity and temperature gradient.
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